
Since January the Citizens’ Assembly has been studying the
structure of BC’s political system and five different ‘families’ of
electoral systems. With presentations from staff members and
visiting experts from across Canada and around the world, the
Assembly learned how variations in constituency size, ballot
paper formats and counting formula combine in these systems. 

The ‘families’ studied include:
• Majority systems (as in France or Australia)
• Plurality systems (as in Canada or India)
• Proportional Representation by list systems (as in Finland

or the Netherlands)
• Proportional Representation by transferable vote systems

(as in Ireland or Australia)
• Mixed systems (as in Germany or Japan)
Fact sheets outlining these systems can be found online at

www.citizensassembly.bc.ca. 
In accordance with their mandate, the Assembly has paid

particular attention to the effects of these different electoral

models on government, the Legislative Assembly and the
political parties. 

‘Assessing the comparative merits of differing systems is
neither easy nor straightforward,’ says the Assembly’s interim
report, but members have identified the following criteria:

• the extent to which electoral outcomes reflected votes cast
(the issue of vote-seat relationships),

• the nature of the linkage between voters and their
representatives (the character of local representation),

• the range and nature of choice offered to voters (issues
ranging from the number and nature of competing parties to
the form of the ballots), and

• the impact of the system on governance (the issues of
effective government and the working of the legislature).

The next stage in the process to evaluate electoral reform in
BC is a series of public hearings to be held in communities all
over the province during May and June.  0
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